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The non-reflective boundary conditions are essential ingredient in the procedure of computa-
tional domain restriction where presence of artificial/open boundaries requires prescription of
appropriate boundary conditions in order to obtain numerical solution equivalent to the original
one. Thus, these boundary conditions not only lead to reduction of computational cost by means
of computational domain restriction but also allow to prescribe physical quantities on artificial
boundary in correspondence with analytic form of solution.
This contribution is focused on non-reflective boundary conditions for two-phase incom-
pressible VOF [4] method, which is mathematical model for Navier-Stokes equations described
by following system of equations:
∂t(ρu) +∇ · (ρu⊗ u) +∇p =∇ · τ + ρg, (1)
∇ · u = 0, (2)
∂tα +∇ · (αu) = 0. (3)
Here 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the liquid fraction in the mixture (α = 0 corresponds to air, α = 1
corresponds to water) and the density of the mixture is ρ = αρwater+(1−α)ρair. The symmetric
tensor τ expresses tangential stresses and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
The non-reflective boundary conditions for VOF model have been developed by employing
similarity with theory of one-dimensional shallow water flows and afterwards have been imple-
mented into the open-source package OpenFOAM [3]. This procedure was already presented
at the Computational Mechanics conference in 2017 [1] or also in [2].
Whereas performance of these boundary conditions was not yet tested on outlet bound-
aries the aim here is to present results of numerical simulations of water flow over a weir with
artificial boundary at the outflow. The computation has been performed on two-dimensional
quadrilateral structured grid with 31 720 finite volume cells. The initial condition was set
to u = 0 and to p + hρg as hydrostatic pressure in entire domain, α according to Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Initial condition for α
At the bottom the no-slip boundary condition for u and
homogeneous Neumann condition for p + hρg and α
was prescribed. At the inlet boundary (left) there was
set homogeneous Neumann condition for p + hρg and
coupled boundary conditions for u and α respecting pre-
scribed volumetric flow as 25 m3/s. The top boundary
is equipped with modified homogeneous Neumann con-
ditions for u and α and total pressure is set as zero here.
At the outlet (right) there were prescribed four variants of boundary conditions for u and α:
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I) homogeneous Neumann conditions for both u and α
II) OpenFOAM coupled boundary conditions allowing water height (i.e. α) to vary accord-
ing to the prescribed volumetric flow rate (here set as negative value of inlet flow rate)
III) homogeneous Neumann condition for α, non-reflective boundary condition for u
IV) non-reflective boundary conditions for both u and α.
Fig. 2. Water height (α) in t = 50 s (upper row) and t = 130 s (lower row)
In the first column of Fig. 2 one can see I) variant of boundary conditions which lead to
un-physical solution with large oscillations of water level. The second column shows variant
II) which seems to perform well, but there is a problem with velocity at boundary being fixed
according to the inflow and thus not respecting solution in the vicinity of boundary. In the third
column III) variant is shown. Here the non-reflective condition for velocity gives satisfying
results. Note that in all three aforementioned cases homogeneous Neumann condition (or its
equivalent) for α was prescribed, though it is incorrect due to the fact that transport equation
for α is 1st order PDE. The last, IV) variant of boundary conditions led to solver failure. That
might have been caused by segregated approach employed in OpenFOAM for solving equations
(1) and (3).
Further, the III) variant of boundary conditions was tested at the outlet of 3D case of a weir
with more complex geometry.
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